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6684 Jasmine Wax
INCI (EU): Jasminum Grandiflorum Flower Cera

Jasminum grandiflorum, also known as royal jasmine, has a long tradition in India as a medical plant, festive
decoration for Buddhist and Hindu temples, hair ornament for women, and of course as a source of perfume.
The essential oil extracted from the flowers, called "King of Oils", is a delicate and sweet fragrance, with
calming and soothing properties.
Since the flowers release their perfumes at dusk, the blossoms are hand-picked at night. Solvent extraction
yields the jasmine concrete which is extracted once more to obtain the crude jasmine wax and the absolute
(essential oil). After further refining steps in Germany our exquisite 6684 Jasmine Wax is complete. Almost
100,000 jasmine blossoms are required for one kilogram of the floral wax. Despite the amount needed,
jasmine wax is still very sustainable as it is a byproduct of the perfume industry. Additionally, the robust
nature of the jasmine plant allows for ecofriendly cultivation techniques as fertilizers, pesticides, and water
are sparingly used.
Our 6684 Jasmine Wax is soft and amber-colored with a moderate melting point around 60 °C and a minor
oil binding capacity. It does not tend to recrystallize and is compatible with all widely known ingredients.
Just 0.5–2 % of the wax naturally adds the wonderful scent of jasmine to a formulation. Similar to rose
wax, jasmine wax shields the skin from pollution by blocking the adhesion of dirt particles and facilitating
the cleaning process. Jasmine wax makes emulsions more substantial, and its impact is similar to that of an
emollient. It works perfectly in color cosmetics, providing excellent pay-off.

Recommended formulations
CC-CHK-005-01 | As cast in bronze | Cream Blush | POT
CC-LIP-009-01 | Corrupt coral | Lipstick | STICK
SC-BOD-017-03 | Scrub till you drop | gentle face & body scrub | POT
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SC-LIP-010-01 | Get honey trapped | protecting lip treatment | POT

